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In this numerical study we present an approach allowing introducing a priori information in an identification
method of internal thermal properties field for a thick wall using infrared thermography measurements. This
method is based on a coupling with an electromagnetic reconstructing method which data are obtained from
measurements of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) ([1], [2]). This new method aims at improving the accuracy
of reconstructions performed by using only the thermal reconstruction method under quasi-periodic natural
solicitation ([3], [4]).
Indeed, these thermal reconstructions, without a priori information, have the disadvantage of being performed on
the entire studied wall. Through the intake of information from GPR, it becomes possible to focus on the internal
zones that may contain defects. These areas are obtained by defining subdomains around remarkable points
identified with the GPR reconstruction and considered as belonging to a discontinuity.
For thermal reconstruction without providing a priori information, we need to minimize a functional equal to a
quadratic residue issued from the difference between the measurements and the results of the direct model. By
defining search fields around these potential defects, and thus by forcing the thermal parameters further thereof,
we provide information to the data to reconstruct. The minimization of the functional is then modified through
the contribution of these constraints. We do not seek only to minimize a residue, but to minimize the overall
residue and constraints, what changes the direction followed by the optimization algorithm in the space of thermal
parameters to reconstruct.
Providing a priori information may then allow to obtain reconstruction with higher residues but whose thermal
parameters are better estimated, whether for locating potential defects or for the reconstructed values of these
parameters.
In particular, it is the case for air defects or more generally for defects having a thermal effusivity ratio much
greater than one by reference to the effusivity of the wall. For these types of defects, located at different depths
and different thicknesses, it has been shown that the coupling of the two reconstructions led to a reconstruction of
better quality that the use of only one of the two methods, either on a qualitative term (the position of the defect
and its shape) or quantitative (thermal parameters reconstructed). In particular, the variation of thermal parameters
in the vicinity of defects occurs on a much smaller distance when using a priori information, enabling better
estimate the discontinuity caused by the presence of the defect.
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